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Excitations of nuclei close to magic ’32 Sn have been investigated by analysis of
fission product w-ray data measured at Euragam II using a 248Cm source. Re-
sults for the N=82 isotones up to 136Xc. for the one proton-one neutron nucleus

’34 Sb. ad for the X=84 isotones ’34 Sn. ‘35Sb. rmd 136Te rwe sumrm.rked. The
interpretation of the observed level spectra is mainly based on shell model cal-
culations using empirical prOLOL3-prOtO13interaction from 134Te, neutron-neutron
interxtions from is’ Sn, and proton-neutron interactions estimated (with scaling
~ .%-1 /3) from the well-known 210Bi spectrum.

1 Introduction

There is special interest in the spectroscopy of the few-valence-particle nu-
clei around doubly-~agic 132Sn, which can yield information about nucleon-
nucleon interactions’ and effective charges in an important region of the chart.
Our limited knowledge of the structure of 132Sn and its neighbors derives
mainly from /?-decay studies of fission product radionuclides, supplemented
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Figure 1: The Z=50-54, N=80-84 square showing predicted % yields of filon products.

in a few cases by -y-ray decay data for yrast isomers. However, recent in-
vestigations using large T-ray detector arrays to study fission fragments have
identified prompt and delayed ~-ray cascades from individual product nuclei
around ‘32Sn, and have opened prospects for broad exploration of the yrast
spectroscopy of the” region.

2 Fission Yields and Isotopic Assignments

We have been investigating the yrast excitations in the Z=50-54, N=80-84
range of nuclei by analyzing fission product T-ray data measured with a 248Cm
source at Eurogam II. Fig. 1 shows predicted yields for products of 248Cm
fission~ with checkmarks indicating the individual nuclei studied in the present “
work. First results for the three-proton N=82 nuclei 134Te and 1351, for the
two-neutron nucleus 134Sn, and for the N=83 nuclei 134Sb, 135ke, and 1361
have already been reported. 213S4Cross-coincidences observed between ~-rays
from complementary light and heavy fission fragments were vital for isotopic
assignments of new y-ray cascades. For example, a double gate on logTc y-rays
showed in coincidence y-ray cascades of 1351 1361, and 1371, the 4n, 3n, and 2n

fission partners of 1°9Tc; gating on 108Tc y-~ays W= seen to enhance the 1371

y-rays (and to a lesser extent the 1361T-rays) relative to those of 1351. Deter-
mining isotopic assignments from TY cross coincidences requires considerable
patience, but it is easy to recognize when correct assignments for both light
and heavy partner fragments have been discovered, since all observations then
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fit consistently into a single pattern.
In the following sections, our results for N=82, N=83, and N=84 isotones

in the 132Sn region will be presented, with emphasis on more recent findings.
The N=81 results will be reported on another occasion.

3 N=82 Isotones

In Ref. 2, empirical two-body interactions from the experimental rz states in
134Te were used in shell model calculations to interpret the level spectrum of

1351 Fig. 2). The highest levels located in both 134Tethe three-proton nucleus (
and 1351were shown to be core excited states involving v j712h;/,2 particle-hole

excitations. In a separate theoretical development, Andreozzi et al? obtained
excellent agreement with the 134Te and 1351level energies using an effective
interaction derived from the Bonn A free nucleon-nucleon interaction.

We have now extended our analyses to the four-valence-proton N=82 nu-
cleus 136Xe, and to its N=83 neighbor 137Xe. The investigation of 136Xe faced
initial difficulties since its predicted fission yield is smallj and the occurrence
of a 6+ yrast isomer with t112= 3 ps ruled out the possibility of identifying
directly from ~~ coincidences the transitions feeding the isomer. However,
careful inspection of cross-coincidence spectra observed with known ~-rays of
complement ary 106- 1°gMo fission products led to firm identification of several
new 136Xe -prays above the 3 ps isomeric state. Gating on these ~-rays then
established the extended 136Xe scheme shown in Fig. 2. To cite one key ex-
ample, a double gate on 285 and 1373 keV yrays, both high-lying transitions
in 136Xe selected the two main cascades feeding the 6+ isomer, one consist-
ing of 2~5, 968 and 370 keV transitions, the other in parallel of 618 and 975
keV transitions. Probable spin-parity assignments and dominant four-proton
configurations are indicated in Fig. 2.

The simplest shell model calculations for the N=82 isotones adopt em-
pirical tw~body interactions from the 134Te experimental spectrum. This
approach, which takes account of diagonal matrix elements only and thereby
neglects configuration mixing, provided valuable guidance in the interpreta-
tion of the observed 136Xe levels. A few years ago, Wildenthal 6 performed
comprehensive shell model calculations for all N=82 isotones then known, and
used on iterative procedure to obtain a best fit set of 160 tw~body matrix
elements, both diagonal and off-diagonal. Since the results for 13s1 and 136Xe
obtained in the present work, as well as those for 137CSreported by R. Broda
et al.: are significant additions to the N=82 data base, Blomqvist? has now
updated the N=82 interaction parameters and has changed 54 of Wildenthal’s
matrix elements, mostly diagonal. These changes have significantly improved
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Figure 2: Yrast level schema for the three- and four-proton nuclei 13s1 and ’36 Xc. The
dominant configurations assigned are indicated.
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the overall agreement
isotone series.

4 N=83 Isotones

We turn attention to

between theory and experimental energies for the N=82

the largely unexplored N=83 nuclei near 132Sn, which ‘
should provide key information about ‘empirical proton-neutron interactions ‘
in the region. First results have been reported in a short paper: which gave
rudimentary yr~t level schemes for the isotones 134Sb, 135Te, and 13% Inter-
pretation of these schemes was heavily based on results of shell model calcu-
lations using known single particle energies, proton-proton interactions from
134Te and proton-neutron interactions estimated from the well known 210Bi1

spectrum.
We focus here on the important proton-neutron nucleus ~~4Sb83for which

no yrast transitions were known previously. Through detailed examination
of cross coincidence relationships with 1]01111J12Rhy-rays, transitions of 308,
1053, 1073, and 2126 keV were identified and assigned to 134Sb. They are
accommodated in a simple level scheme (Fig. 3), built on the (~gT/2vjT/2)7-
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9 The excited states are interpreted as134Sb state known from ~-decay.

(~gT/z~hg/z)8-, (~hll/z~~T/z)g+, and (rg~/zvils/JIO+ excitations. In the cor-
responding 210Bi nucleus, the counterpart excitations (rhg/z~gg/z)9-,
(d19/2vill/2)10-, (7ri13/zvgg/Jll+, and (Th9/2Vh5/2)lz+ are all known, and

they furnish proton-neutron interactions that can be used, with appropriate
A-1/3 scaling, to calculate the excitation energies in 134Sb. This procedure
gives good agreement (within 50 keV) for the 134Sb levels up to the 2126 keV
level, supporting the proposed configuration assignments. The (zgT/@ls/z) 10+
energy cannot be calculated because the vi13/2 single particle energy around
132Sn is not known up to now. However, one may reverse the procedure by
assuming that the 2434 keV level in 134Sb is correctly interpreted as this SP*
cific 10+ state, and then use its excitation energy to estimate the vi1312s.p.
energy. The result thus obtained is:

E,.P.(vi13/2) = 2.7 MeV

which is in reasonable agreement with the value -3.0 MeV calculated many
years agd” using a Woods-Saxon potential.

One particular N=83 product that we searched for in vain was the single-
valence-rieutron nucleus 133Sn. No trace of the knowr#l 1561 keV (~hg/2 +
u !712) -y-ray could be detected, even though yrast y-ray cascades in neighboring
lazsn and 134Sn (see below) were seen rather clearly. The low 133Sn neutron
separation energy of about 2.6 MeV is probably an important factor.

5 N=84 Isotones

In the 248Cm fission Ma, known 128Sn, 130Sn, and 132Sn~-rays appeared in co-

incidence with several Pd isotopes, but gates on 112Pd transitions also showed
new 347 and 725 keV ~-rays. Double gating on these two 7-rays revealed a

174 keV transition in coincidence, and convincing evidence was obtained for
assigning this three ~-ray cascade, which de-excites an 80(15) ns isomer, to the
two-neutron nucleus 134Sn? The 134Sn levels located are naturally interpreted
as the complete vfj/2spectrum UP to the rn=hally abed 6+ isorneric state

at 1246 keV (Fig. 4). The B(E2; 6+ + 4+, 134Sn) is determined to be 36(7)
e2fm4 or 0.88(17) W.u., corresponding to the E2 effective charge of 1.01(10)
e. This result is similar to the value 0.88(5)e reporte&2 for vgg/2 in 210Pb,
which also has two valence neutrons outside a doubly magic core.

Recently, we searched for and found some y-rays in the N=84 nucleus
135Sb, with one proton more than 134Sn. When gates were set on 1llRh tran-
sitions, known ~-rays of 133Sb and 134Sb, the 4n and 3n fission partners, ap-
peared in coincidence as well as new 224.9, 410.9 and 706.5 keV -y-rays (in
order of increming intensity), which we here assign to the 2n partner ‘3sSb.
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Double gating on these new ~-rays showed coincidences with 1091110111lRh, the
~-rays of the 2n fission partner 11~Rh being clearly the strongest; the result is
similru to the cross coincidence intensity pattern observed in the case of 134Sn.
A fourth 135Sb ~-ray of 629.1 keV also appeared in coincidence. The t~~ time
distributions indicated that the 225, 411, and 707 keV ~-ray c~cade de-excites
an isomeric state with tl/2-20 ns at 1343 keV in 135Sb, while the 629 keV
transition feeds the isomer (Fig. 4).

The 1.7 s (7/2+) ground state in 135Sb was known from $decay. One
. 13sSb, and the 707, 1118 and 1343may expect low-lying xg7/2vf$,2states m

keV levels located here are interpreted as the 1%= 11/2+, 15/2+, and
19/2+ members of this multiplet. The 1972 keV level is likely to be the
(xg712vf712h912 )23/2+ state, with one neutron promoted from vf712 to Vhglz.

The results of shell model calculations, shown in Fig. 4, support these assign-
ments. The approximate half-life value for the 1343 keV isomer is consistent
with the proposed interpretation, but more accurate lifetime measurements
will allow a more useful comparison of B(E2)s for the vf~,26+ + 4+ in 134Sn

and the related 19/2+ + 15/2+ transition in 135Sb.
The next N=84 isotone 136Te had previously been studied by fission frag-

ment ~-ray spectroscopy, and a cascade of five y-rays up to an Ix=(10+) level
at 2.79 MeV had been found?3 We built on the earlier findings, and established
the extended 136Te scheme shown in Fig. 4. The ~~ spectra for 136Te were par-
ticularly good, and the main cascade of nine transitions up to 5160 keV seems
quite firm. Angular correlation results are consistent with stretched E2 char-
acter for the six transitions up to 3188 keV, with statistics being insufficient
for the highest transitions. There is good general correspondence between the
experimental and calculated level spectra (Fig. 4). The outstanding problem
is that the observed 10+-12+ spacing of 395 keV is much greater than the cal-
culated 123 keV, and it is not obvious how to doctor the calculation in order .
to improve the agreement. Work continues on this problem, which recalls the
much studied situation 14 in the counterpart nucleus 2]2P0, where a related
high-spin yrast isomer is forced to de-excite by a-decay.

6 Conclusion

Neutron-rich fission product nuclei around doubly magic 132Sn are now ac-
cessible for detailed study by prompt -y-ray measurements using multidetector
arrays. In the present work a start has been made on investigating the yrast
spectroscopy of the N=81, 82, 83 and 84 few-valence-particle nuclei in, the
region. Most of the results are interpreted in the light of shell model cal-
culations using empirical nucleon-nucleon interactions, but much remains to
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be done. Transition multipolarity determinations and short half-life measure-
ments would be particular y useful experimental contributions.
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